Sediment dynamics in a sand bed stream with riparian vegetation
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[1] The characteristic bed morphology of streams results from the action of various sediment fluxes. Sediment fluxes are difficult to quantify, and as a result, few studies have been able to characterize the relative importance of different transport mechanisms in shaping a river’s bed at the reach scale. Even fewer studies have been able to address the impacts of introduced riparian vegetation on those fluxes. This study provides the first comprehensive set of flow and sediment measurements required to compute the fluxes in a sand bed stream with riparian vegetation. Data were collected in a reduced-scale laboratory model of a reach of a sand bed stream in southeastern Australia that is undergoing rehabilitation using in-stream riparian vegetation. The reach has a large-radius meander and a variable width. Laboratory measurements included streamwise and transverse velocities, bed shear stresses, bed load transport, suspended sediment concentrations, and bed topography with and without riparian vegetation placed along the outer bank of the bend. The results unveiled the importance of secondary circulation as well as converging and diverging flow patterns in shaping the bed topography. Modifications due to the vegetation included a shift of the main flow away from the vegetated outer bank and an overall straightening of the flow in the reach, resulting in an increased deposition near the vegetated bank and a reduced deposition near the inner bank. This highlights the need for overall reach assessment of flow and sediment dynamics before revegetation, as its effects go beyond local bank protection.


1. Introduction

[2] Fluxes of bed and suspended sediment generate the characteristic morphology of movable bed streams over time. Sand bed streams carry a mixture of bed and suspended load and the relative importance of particular sediment fluxes in shaping specific aspects of the stream morphology changes for different configurations. For example, transverse diffusion of suspended sediment is fundamental to the maintenance of a stable cross section in straight sand bed streams [Parker, 1978]. On the other hand, meandering streams display convective transverse sediment fluxes resulting from secondary circulation that contribute to the bar pool topography characteristic of river bends [Ikeda and Nishimura, 1985]. Width variations in braided streams control longitudinal and transverse fluxes of bed load and suspended load that determine the size and position of central bars at bifurcations [McLelland et al., 1999; Repetto et al., 2002].

[3] Riparian vegetation is a common feature of sand bed streams and recent studies have demonstrated that its impact goes beyond local bank or bar stabilization, affecting overall sediment dynamics and reach-scale stream morphology [Yuuki and Okabe, 1997; Gran and Paola, 2001; Bennett et al., 2008; Rominger et al., 2010]. Suspended sediment fluxes are perhaps the most affected by the presence of vegetation. Some studies suggest that bank vegetation and bank protection structures increase lateral diffusion of suspended sediment because of stronger velocity and concentration gradients [Ikeda et al., 1991; Sharpe and James, 2006] with large-scale vortices also contributing to sediment transport in this near bank zone [Shimizu and Tsujimoto, 1997]. Within the vegetated zone, suspended sediment fluxes are strongly affected, both by increased settling due to reduced flow velocities [Sharpe and James, 2006; Zong and Nepf, 2010] and by reduced entrainment due to dampened bed shear stresses [Lopez and Garcia, 1998].

[4] The presence of vegetation also influences bed load transport. If bed load is considered a power function of bed shear stress, reduced bed shear stresses due to vegetation drag result in even greater reductions in bed load transport. Experiments by Jordanova and James [2003] and Okabe et al. [1997] confirmed that standard bed load predictions can be extended to vegetated flows as long as the corresponding reductions in shear stress due to vegetative drag are accounted for.
Vegetation can also affect stream alignment by deflecting flow. If the obstruction posed by riparian vegetation is large enough relative to channel width, the deflection of flow can initiate meandering, similar to the effect of a point bar [Bennett et al., 2002]. Flow deflection away from the vegetation generates a bar pool topography which reinforces the meandering flow pattern [Bennett et al., 2008]. Conversely, continuous narrow strips of outer bank vegetation may dampen the asymmetry of meandering flows and reduce the downstream skewness of high velocities and bend migration [Thorne and Furbish, 1995; Perucca et al., 2007].

The above results show that riparian vegetation, through the redistribution of bed shear stresses and velocities, can have numerous effects on sediment transport and river morphology depending on the type of river and the density and spatial distribution of the vegetation. To date, only a partial understanding of the different transport mechanisms that interact to determine the stream morphology in the presence of riparian vegetation has been achieved, mostly on the basis of simplified geometries and with a clear focus on the near bank zone. This paper investigates reach-scale sediment dynamics, which comprise sediment fluxes and the resulting stream morphology, in a sand bed stream of southeastern Australia. The stream is currently being restored with in-channel bank vegetation, including fast growing woody tree species such as Casuarina cunninghamiana, commonly known as River Oak. A laboratory experiment on flow and sediment transport was carried out on a reduced-scale model of the stream reach using no vegetation followed by an experiment with in-channel bank vegetation, representing the restoration works at an established stage when the vegetation may be considered rigid and emergent. This unique data set has allowed attempting for the first time a thorough analysis of the dominant sediment fluxes in a typical sand bed stream with natural morphology, their influence on the development of bed topography over time, and their interaction with bank vegetation. The results are not only valuable from a strictly scientific point of view but are also relevant to the design of river restoration projects using riparian revegetation.

2. Sediment Transport in Mixed Load Streams

The sand bed stream in the field has both suspended and bed load transport, thus can be considered a mixed load stream. In what follows, Exner’s equation is adapted in order to explain mechanisms for bed elevation changes over time in sand bed streams similar to the one being studied. Exner’s equation for the conservation of sediment in the bed (in volumetric form) can be written as [Garcia, 2008]

\[
(1 - \lambda_p) \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial q_{bn}}{\partial s} + \frac{\partial q_{bs}}{\partial n} + E_b - D_b = 0,
\]

where \(\lambda_p\) is the sediment porosity, \(\eta\) is the bed elevation, \(t\) is time, \(q_{bs}\) and \(q_{bn}\) are volumetric bed load fluxes per unit width in the downstream \(s\) and cross-stream \(n\) directions, respectively, and \(E_b - D_b\) is the suspended sediment flux at the bed, composed of entrainment \(E_b\) and depositional \(D_b\) fluxes. The suspended sediment flux is also a boundary condition for the suspended sediment conservation equation, whose depth-integrated version can be written as [Parker, 1978; Ikeda et al., 1991]

\[
\frac{\partial C H}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial s} \left( C U H - \epsilon_s \frac{\partial C H}{\partial s} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial n} \left( C V H - \epsilon_n \frac{\partial C H}{\partial n} \right) = -E_b + D_b,
\]

where \(C\) is the concentration of suspended sediment (averaged over turbulence) \(H\) is the water depth, \(U\) and \(V\) are velocities in the \(s\) and \(n\) directions, respectively (averaged over turbulence), and \(\epsilon_s\) and \(\epsilon_n\) are kinematic eddy diffusivity coefficients in the same respective directions. Overbars indicate depth-averaged quantities. Assuming steady state conditions and fully developed flow and concentration profile, the suspended sediment conservation reduces to

\[
\bar{C} \frac{\partial}{\partial s} (U H) + \frac{\partial}{\partial n} \left( C V H - \epsilon_n \frac{\partial C H}{\partial n} \right) = -E_b + D_b
\]

if it is further assumed that \(H \gg \eta\), the combination of the previous equation with the Exner’s equation results in

\[
(1 - \lambda_p) \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial t} = C \frac{\partial}{\partial s} (-U H) + \frac{\partial}{\partial n} (-C V H) + \frac{\partial}{\partial n} (-C V^2 H)
\]

\[
\text{Term A} \quad \text{Term B} \quad \text{Term C1} \quad \text{Term C2}
\]

\[
+ \frac{\partial}{\partial n} \left( \epsilon_n \frac{\partial C}{\partial n} \right) - \frac{\partial q_{bs}}{\partial s} - \frac{\partial q_{bs}}{\partial n}
\]

\[
\text{Term D}
\]

This equation states that the rate of sedimentation or erosion (term A) is equal to spatial gradients in the downstream suspended sediment flux (term B), cross-stream convective flux (term C) transverse diffusive flux (term D) and in bed load transport (term E). The cross-stream convective flux consists of a primary and secondary component (terms C1 and C2, respectively) because of the superposition of diverging or converging flow denoted by \(V_1\) and secondary circulation denoted by \(V_2\). The relative importance of the C1 and C2 terms will change depending on the channel configuration. In a bend, term C2 will increase because of stronger secondary circulation. As a channel widens or contracts, term C1 will increase because of the divergence or convergence of flow. Using experimental data and equation (4), the relative importance of different sediment fluxes in shaping bed morphology is addressed in section 4.

3. Methods

3.1. Laboratory Model

The measurements were conducted in a 1:16 length-scale Froude similarity model of a 200 m reach of the Widden Brook, in southeastern Australia. The Widden Brook is a low-sinuosity, single-channel sand bed stream with a continuous narrow floodplain set in a sandstone valley.
Historically, the channel has enlarged in width because of a series of large floods in the 1950s resulting in the current channel being wide and shallow. The bed slope measured from a longitudinal survey extending 1 km upstream and downstream of the reach is 0.002. In the selected reach, bed sediment consists of poorly sorted coarse sand with a mean diameter of 0.8 mm. Dunes have been observed on the streambed during low flow. The channel has a large radius meander bend as well as significant variation in channel width (Figure 1). The channel gets wider at the bend, with the free surface width up to 25% larger at the bend apex than at the inflection points. There is a tendency for increased bed scour at the narrow inflection points and deposition in the wider bend section. The minimum radius of curvature is 30 m, the free surface width ranges from 24 to 30 m and the width to depth ratio changes from 25 to 30. The reach is also undergoing a trial revegetation program which has planted mostly woody riparian vegetation along the outer (left) bank of the bend.

The model was set up in a tilting flume (Figure 1) by carving the field topography into polystyrene blocks placed between guiding cross sections 0.3 m apart. The flume had a total length of 13 m and a width of 2 m. Flow was powered by a centrifugal pump and monitored with an electromagnetic flowmeter. Two fixed point gauges were mounted at either end to monitor the water surface slope. A movable carriage mounted on the flume rails fitted with a transverse and vertical lead screw positioning device was used to position measuring instruments (Figure 1). Two experiments were carried out, MB1 on the existing bed topography without vegetation, and MB2 on the same topography but including vegetation arranged following the design of the field revegetation trial. Once the model was set up, the measurements were conducted in two separate stages. In the first stage, flow velocity and water surface elevation data were collected under fixed bed conditions. In the second stage, a sediment feed was introduced and sediment transport measurements were collected over a mobile bed.

3.2. Fixed Bed Stage

A steady bankfull flow rate of 49.5 L s$^{-1}$ was adopted after downscaling flow records from the field site. Sand grains of 0.8 mm diameter were glued to the model surface, in order to provide equivalent roughness conditions to the field site. A weir placed at the downstream end was adjusted to achieve uniform flow conditions, wherein the average slope of the water surface was parallel to the average bed slope [Rodriguez and García, 2008]. The water surface slope was obtained from the two fixed point gauges and a third movable gauge attached to the carriage. The conditions during the fixed bed experiments are summarized in Table 1.

3.3. Mobile Bed Stage

During the second stage of experiments over a mobile bed, a steady bankfull flow rate of 49.5 L s$^{-1}$ was used in conjunction with a dry sediment feed ($Q_f$) of 165 g s$^{-1}$. The feed rate was based on the predictions of the Engelund and Hansen [1967] relation for total sediment load which assumes transport limited conditions and a median particle size ($D_{50}$) less than 1 mm.

The scaling of sediment in the mobile bed experiments aimed at achieving a similar range of mobility to that of the field sediment. Because of the scale of the physical model (1:16) similar mobility levels could only be
achieved with light-weight sediment, in this case a mixture of coal (for the finer fractions between 0.3 and 0.8 mm) and crushed apricot pip (for the coarser fractions between 0.8 and 2 mm) each with the same submerged specific gravity (\( \text{SG} = 0.3 \)). Both materials have been successfully used in the past for scaled sediment transport experiments [Bettess, 1990]. A size distribution of the light sediment very similar to the field distribution was adopted (Figure 2) in order to maintain values of the Shields parameter \( \tau^* = \tau_b/\rho g D_j \) (\( \tau_b \) is the bed shear stress, \( \rho \) is the fluid density, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, \( D_j \) is the grain size), and the particle Reynolds number \( R_{c_p} = D_j \sqrt{\frac{\rho g D_j}{v}} \) (\( v \) is the kinematic viscosity), within a reasonable range of the observed field values. This resulted in the field and laboratory sediments plotting very close in the Shields regime diagram [García, 1999], as can be seen in Figure 3. Bed shear stresses in the field were obtained using the depth slope and flow measurements presented elsewhere [García, 2008], while laboratory bed shear stresses were obtained from flow measurements presented in section 4. Figure 3 also depicts a range of sediment transport regimes for natural rivers, which depend on \( \tau^* \) and \( R_{c_p} \). The regimes are separated by thresholds that include viscous effects and determine ripple or dune bed forms.

\( \tau^* = (11.6/R_{c_p})^{0.5} \), suspension \( \tau^* = 9 g D_j/W_s^2 \), \( W_s \) is the sediment fall velocity) and incipient motion \( \tau^* = 0.05 \).

As Figure 3 predicts, dunes migrated through the channel due to the high mobility of lightweight sediments. Bed mobility has been identified as one of the most important factors in determining the time scale of equilibrium in mobile beds [Binns and da Silva, 2009]. After a further 20 min all
sediment had been fed into the channel. In this 20 min period the water surface slope was measured between the two fixed point gauges. At three cross sections, measurements of sediment transport and water surface elevation were recorded. Because of the short duration of the sediment feed (30 min), six runs were required to complete measurements of both suspended and bed sediment at the three cross sections. Repeatability was examined by taking extra runs at the same cross section and comparing the results.

Bed load was calculated with measurements of dune migration made using a stationary 5 MHz Seatek ultrasonic profiler sampling at 1 Hz. The bed profiler consisted of 24 transducers spaced 4 cm apart, which were just submerged during each experiment. The threshold voltage was adjusted from its default setting to 400 mV to minimize interference from the suspended load. The depth average suspended sediment concentration $\bar{C}$ was measured with isokinetic samples of the water column. Each sample collected between 600 to 700 mL over 40 to 50 s. This sample time ensured a reasonable time average given the time required for dunes to pass a fixed point was between 20 and 50 s. During a run, samples were collected at 10 cm intervals across the channel, giving at least 10 samples in each section. Water from the samples was drained and the suspended sediment was dried and weighed.

[16] The hydraulic conditions present at the three cross sections during the fixed and mobile bed measurement stages of MB1 are shown in Table 1, where some differences in the conditions between the two stages can be observed. These include an increase in grain roughness due to the presence of larger diameter grains in the sediment feed compared with glued sand grains in the fixed bed stage. The contribution of dunes and grains to the total shear stress was estimated using the partition method of Nelson and Smith [1989] presented by Garcia [1999]. Assuming a dune measuring 0.01 m in height and 0.5 m in length, which is representative of the largest bed forms observed in the model and the grain roughness listed in Table 1, it is estimated that dunes contributed a maximum of 30% of the total shear stress. Although not included in Table 1, similar values were obtained for the MB2 experiments.

[17] As well as an increase in bed roughness, an increase in the water surface slope was also observed in the mobile bed measurement stage which was accompanied by a similar increase in the bed slope. Despite the increase in bed roughness, cross-sectional average velocity remains similar in the two stages with slight decreases during the mobile bed stage of 10%, 5%, and 6% in XS20, XS24, and XS28, respectively. This is because the increased bed roughness was compensated by an increase in the water surface slope, resulting in similar velocities in the two stages of experimentation. For this reason no attempts were made to freeze the mobile bed and retake the flow velocity measurements. Furthermore, channel curvature at each cross section remains unchanged and there is a similar expansion in flow width between XS20 and XS24 and contraction between XS24 and XS28. Since downstream and cross-stream velocities remained similar during the mobile bed stage, they were combined with measured concentrations to evaluate the suspended fluxes and terms B, C, and D in equation (4) for both the MB1 and MB2 experiments.

### 3.4. Experiments With Bank Vegetation

[18] As already explained, the same set of conditions and measurements in fixed and mobile bed stages were repeated with simulated vegetation during the MB2 experiments. The simulated vegetation consisted of rigid dowel rods, 6 mm in diameter, which were inserted into the polystyrene model. Each dowel rod was cut to a length larger than the flow depth to simulate mature emergent vegetation. The dowels were arranged in three patches along the face of the outer bank (Figure 5) resembling the arrangement used in works currently underway in the field but at an advanced stage of growth. Within each patch, the dowels were arranged in a staggered pattern with a frontal area density of 3.33 m$^2$ m$^{-2}$ and an average spacing of 4 cm. This spacing was determined by the density of planting at the field site and the length scale of the model. The same hydraulic conditions as in the experiments without vegetation were maintained (Table 1). To aid visualization of both experiments, Figure 6 shows the bare outer bank in MB1 and the vegetation configuration in MB2 side by side. The different bed topographies in MB1 and MB2 in Figure 6 are explained in subsequent results.

### 3.5. Data Processing and Analysis

[19] Measured velocity vectors of the fixed bed conditions were decomposed into streamwise and cross-stream projections. First, velocities in each cross section were oriented to obtain zero lateral discharge [Lane et al., 1998] so as to align the streamwise component of velocity with the local flow direction. The local flow direction deviated only slightly from the original cross-section orientation shown.

---

**Figure 5.** Plan view of the model topography and the configuration of in-channel bank vegetation patches (shown in black) used in MB2. Note that the model topography was identical in MB1.
in Figure 5. Because of the presence of both curvature and variation in channel width, cross-stream velocities were split into two components following Rhoads and Kenworthy [1998]. The primary component \( V_1 \) represents divergence or convergence associated with an increase or decrease in channel width, respectively. The secondary component \( V_2 \) represents secondary circulation due to channel curvature. Since no vertical velocity measurements were available to fully determine the secondary circulation patterns, it was assumed that upwelling occurred where \( V_2 \) converged at the bed and diverged near the water surface and that downwelling took place where \( V_2 \) diverged at the bed and converged at the water surface.

Bed shear stress estimates were obtained by maximizing the fit of streamwise velocity profiles to the log law, following Rodriguez and Garcia [2008]. Velocity profiles may depart from the typical log law distribution because of vegetation or other disturbances. However, this was not a problem in the MB2 experiment as cross sections were located between vegetation patches (Figure 5) with the log law providing a good fit to the velocity measurements.

Some studies suggest that streams with bank vegetation have higher cross-stream diffusion [Sharpe and James, 2006]. The evaluation of its significance in the current experiments required a calculation of term D in equation (4) and specifically the kinematic eddy diffusivity \( \varepsilon_k \). Because of an absence of data, the diffusivity of suspended sediment was assumed to be the same as the flow [Wright and Parker, 2004] and was calculated with the cross-stream Reynolds stress \( \left< u'w' \right> \) measured during the fixed bed conditions using a gradient type approximation to model the stresses.

Bed profiler data was used to calculate the amplitude and frequency of bed forms in the mobile bed stage, by first performing a 5 s moving average and then a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to obtain the frequency spectra. From each spectrum the peak amplitude \( A_s \) and frequency \( f_s \) corresponding to the dominant dune was identified [Gorrick, 2011]. The spectra were also used to obtain signal to noise ratios (SNR), which for most measurements ranged between 10 and 20, verifying the quality of these measurements.

The length of dunes \( l_s \) was obtained after each experiment. Bed load transport was then estimated as the volume of material transported in the downstream direction per meter width of channel per second using

\[
q_b = A_s f_s l_s (1 - \lambda_p),
\]

where a value of porosity \( \lambda_p = 0.4 \) was used on the basis of experimental determination [Gorrick, 2011].

4. Results

4.1. Flow Measurements

Figure 7 presents the transverse distribution of the depth averaged downstream velocity, bed shear stress and cross-stream Reynolds stress for the two experiments at each of the three sections obtained during the fixed bed stage. Downstream velocities and shear stresses clearly show that in the vegetated case the flow shifted away from the vegetation zone. As a result, bed shear stresses and downstream flow velocities were higher over the opposite bank to compensate for the decrease in the vegetation zone.
The vegetated experiment clearly shows the presence of a shear layer between the vegetation zone and the main channel, where Reynolds stresses are higher. The shear layer is developing between XS20 and XS24, and starting to diffuse by XS28.

Cross-stream velocity profiles including secondary circulation and convergence/divergence patterns are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for MB1 and MB2, respectively. Divergence occurs in sections where the channel width expands and consists of a cross-streamflow over the entire depth toward both banks. Convergence occurs in sections where the channel width contracts and consists of a cross-streamflow over the entire depth toward the center of the channel. The $V_1$ component showed a marked divergence from XS20 to XS24 followed by convergence from XS24 to XS28 both in the vegetated and unvegetated experiments. This pattern was accompanied by a characteristic centrifugal secondary circulation pattern of $V_2$, which was fully established by XS28. The pattern was less well defined in the vegetated experiments, but had the same general features.

4.2. Bed and Suspended Load Measurements

Observed sediment transport distributions for all experiments are shown in Figures 10 and 11 together with conventional sediment transport predictions based on flow measurements. Figure 10 shows bed load measurements together with calculated values using the Ashida and Michiue [1972] bed load transport relation,

$$q_b = 17(\tau_w' - \tau_c')(\tau_w')^{0.5} - (\tau_c')^{0.5},$$

where $\tau_w'$ is the dimensionless critical shear stress required for motion and is given a value of 0.05 [Ashida and Michiue, 1972] and $\tau_c'$ represents the effective shear stress obtained by removing bed form drag as previously explained. Figure 10 also includes results from a repeat of MB1 at XS24 from which a ±30% measurement error can be obtained. In MB1 the agreement between observed and computed values is not exact but most of the computed values fall within the estimated range of measurement error. A noticeable discrepancy occurs at XS20 where computed values between 0.8 and 1.0 m along the cross-stream axis far exceed the observed values. A possible explanation is the assumption of unlimited supply in the computed values. In MB 2 the agreement is good at XS20 and XS24; however, observed values at XS28 are higher than the computed values. Although not shown in the results, the measurements at XS28 were accompanied by lower ratios of signal to noise, which was reflected in larger variability in the measurements. The increased noise was due to interference from the suspended sediments, which was a major challenge in the bed load measurements and could not always be overcome.

[27] Measured depth averaged suspended sediment concentrations are presented in Figure 11. Figure 11 also includes a repeat of MB1 at XS24 from which a ±50% measurement error can be obtained. It is likely that a smaller measurement error could be achieved by increasing the sampling time to include the passage of multiple dunes; however, this was not possible because of time constraints. Computed values were calculated assuming a Rousean
distribution and the entrainment function of Garcia and Parker [1991] with shear velocities obtained from fixed bed experiments after removing bed form drag. The following series of equations were used to calculate suspended sediment concentration [Garcia, 1999]. First the Rousean equation of concentration $C$ as a function of $z$ is given by

$$C_j(z) = C_b \left( \frac{H}{C_0 b} \right)^{\frac{1}{b}} \left( \frac{H - z}{H - b} \right)^{\frac{1}{b}}$$

where the exponent $P$ is the Rouse number $\left( W_{s_j}/U_* \right)$, $C_b$ is the near bed sediment concentration, $b$ is a nominal near bed elevation and the subscript $j$ denotes a size fraction of the sediment mixture. For near bed equilibrium conditions deposition and entrainment of sediment are balanced, or in dimensionless terms,

$$E_{ij} = C_b,$$

where $E_{ij}$ is the dimensionless entrainment for a given size fraction and can be estimated with the entrainment function of Garcia and Parker [1991],

$$E_{ij} = \frac{A_E Z_{ui}^5}{\left( 1 + \frac{A_E}{0.3} Z_{ui}^3 \right)^2},$$

where $A_E = 1.3 \times 10^{-7}$ and $Z_{ui}$ is defined by

$$Z_{ui} = \lambda_{ui} \frac{U_*}{W_{s_j}} \frac{Re^{0.6}}{\left( \frac{D_j}{D_{SO}} \right)^{0.2}},$$

with $U_*$ being the shear velocity, $D_j$ the diameter of the subinterval $j$, $D_{SO}$ the median diameter of the mixture and $\lambda_{ui} = 1 - 0.288 \sigma_\phi$, where $\sigma_\phi$ stands for the standard deviation of the sediment distribution on the phi scale.

Figure 8. Cross-stream velocity profiles at XS20, XS24, and XS28 for MB1. (a) Secondary circulation. (b) Convergence or divergence velocities.
Cj(z) for each class interval may be found by combining equations (7)–(10) and the depth average concentration \( C_j \) by integration,

\[
\overline{C}_j = \frac{1}{H} \int_{b}^{H} C_j(z) \, dz.
\]  

(11)

Finally, given the volume fraction \( F_j \) of each sub-interval in the particle size distribution, the total depth average suspended sediment concentration may be found from,

\[
\overline{C} = \sum_{j} (\overline{C}_j F_j)
\]  

(12)

The overall agreement between measured and computed suspended sediment concentration is not as close as that achieved with bed load computations. The main discrepancy includes a consistent overestimation of the measured values in the near bank zone of the right side of XS20 and XS24 in MB1 and MB2. In large part, the overestimation can be related to the assumption of unlimited supply in the computations which is only suitable over the mobile bed layer. Elsewhere most of the computed values fall within the range of measurement error.

Additional verifications included comparison of observed sediment loads versus sediment feed, which showed an agreement to within 5% of the feed values (Table 2). Table 2 also indicates that the proportion of bed load amounted to 10% of the total load as expected.

4.3. Sediment Dynamics and Bed Evolution

Patterns of sediment transport and bed topography were closely linked to the observed flow patterns. Figure 6 shows the channel bed photographed at the conclusion of the two experiments. The experiment with no vegetation showed dunes close to the left bank, clearly indicating active sediment transport. In the vegetated experiments the pattern was different close to the left bank and consisted of
a strip of fine sediment and no dunes, corresponding with the location of reduced bed shear stress. Sediments in the dunes were quite coarse while those in the strip were much finer suggesting suspended sediment deposition.

To investigate sediment dynamics in more detail the various terms comprising equation (4) were computed and shown in Figures 12 and 13 for MB1 and MB2, respectively. Values of the term A, representing the rate of erosion or deposition on the bed, were obtained by computing the slope of a linear fit to the bed profile time series. Positive values indicate deposition or an increase in bed elevation over time. At XS20 for MB1 and MB2, values of term A were similar, except that MB2 had a large deposition zone adjacent to the left bank between 0.35 m and 0.45 m along the cross-stream axis. Similarly at XS24 in MB2 a slightly broader deposition zone between 0.3 m and 0.55 m could be observed. At XS28 the distributions for MB1 and MB2 were similar, both having a deposition zone over the right bank between 1.1 and 1.5 m. The MB1 experiment had a slightly higher deposition rate.

Terms in equation (4) including suspended sediment fluxes are also shown in Figures 12 and 13 for MB1 and MB2, respectively. The suspended sediment convection terms in equation (4) are denoted B for the downstream direction, C1 for the component of the cross-stream flux due to divergence or convergence, and C2 for the component due to secondary circulation. The suspended sediment cross-stream diffusion term is labeled D. Figures 12 and 13 show that the convective fluxes, particularly the B and C1 terms, are largest while diffusion remains very small. A recurring trend is that the B and C1 terms tend to counterbalance each other. In MB1 at XS20 and XS24 the downstream flux was decreasing near the channel center (B > 0) because of deceleration of flow, which was balanced by an increasing flux toward both banks (C1 < 0). This pattern was reversed at XS28 as the flow and suspended sediment field converged and increased toward the channel center. The effect of secondary circulation C2 on suspended sediment fluxes was small at XS20 and XS24 but significant at XS28 because of the strong curvature induced cell, resulting in a flux toward the right bank.

Terms in equation (4) including suspended sediment fluxes are also shown in Figures 12 and 13 for MB1 and MB2, respectively. The suspended sediment convection terms in equation (4) are denoted B for the downstream direction, C1 for the component of the cross-stream flux due to divergence or convergence, and C2 for the component due to secondary circulation. The suspended sediment cross-stream diffusion term is labeled D. Figures 12 and 13 show that the convective fluxes, particularly the B and C1 terms, are largest while diffusion remains very small. A recurring trend is that the B and C1 terms tend to counterbalance each other. In MB1 at XS20 and XS24 the downstream flux was decreasing near the channel center (B > 0) because of deceleration of flow, which was balanced by an increasing flux toward both banks (C1 < 0). This pattern was reversed at XS28 as the flow and suspended sediment field converged and increased toward the channel center. The effect of secondary circulation C2 on suspended sediment fluxes was small at XS20 and XS24 but significant at XS28 because of the strong curvature induced cell, resulting in a flux toward the right bank.

In order to complete the analysis of sediment dynamics based on equation (4), term E, due to bed load fluxes, was also evaluated. Of the two bed load components of term E, only the change in downstream bed load flux was estimated due to available information. An estimate of the cross-stream bed load using a steady state mass balance
following Nelson et al. [2010] indicates it is, at most, 5% of the downstream bed load component, so the analysis remains meaningful. Term E was calculated as the difference between bed load at consecutive cross sections, divided by the corresponding downstream distance. Additional bed load measurements taken at an upstream section (XS18) in the MB1 experiment were used to compute fluxes at XS20. In order to obtain equivalent information in the MB2 experiment (which lacked the corresponding data at XS18 due to noise contamination), downstream bed load fluxes were computed using the Ashida and Michiue [1972] formulation at XS18 and used to calculate term E at XS20.

Table 2. Proportion of Sediment Transport in Bed Load and Suspended Load With Total Sediment Transport Compared to Upstream Supply

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$Q_b$ (m³ s⁻¹)</th>
<th>$Q_s$ (m³ s⁻¹)</th>
<th>$Q_b/Q_s$ (%)</th>
<th>$(Q_s - Q_b)/Q_s$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS20</td>
<td>1.10 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.09 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>−5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS24</td>
<td>1.25 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.08 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>−5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS28</td>
<td>1.23 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.08 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>−5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS20</td>
<td>1.19 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.18 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS24</td>
<td>1.57 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.06 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XS28</td>
<td>2.21 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.09 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$Q_f$ is the sediment feed rate and equals $1.27 \times 10^{-4}$ m³ s⁻¹. $Q_t = Q_b + Q_s$.

Bed load dynamics are shown in Figures 12 and 13 for MB1 and MB2, respectively. At XS20 bed load dynamics were characterized by an increase in transport (term $E < 0$) over the left bank and a strong decrease (term $E > 0$) at the center for MB1. The trend was reversed at XS24, with transport increasing in the center and decreasing on the sides. At XS28, transport decreased at the center but increased for the first time over the right bank. In MB2 (Figure 13) the distribution of bed load transport tended to be more uniform across the channel compared to MB1. At XS20 transport decreased over the center of the channel and was uniform elsewhere, while smaller changes occurred at XS24. At XS28 transport was more uniform over the right bank than in MB1, and instead increased near the center of the channel.

5. Discussion

Flow dynamics were influenced by stream width variation and stream curvature in both the vegetated and unvegetated experiments. Changes in stream width caused the flow to diverge and decelerate at XS20 and XS24, and converge and accelerate at XS28. Streamline curvature generated centrifugal forces toward the outer bank at the bend entrance, which initiated secondary circulation that grew in intensity and width in the downstream direction, fully developing at XS28. At the same time, the centrifugal effects pushed the high-flow velocities and bed shear stresses toward the outer bank. The effect of vegetation
consisted mainly in keeping the core of high velocity and bed shear stress away from the outer bank and within the central part of the channel [Thorne and Furbish, 1995], effectively straightening the reach streamlines. A clear shear layer with high levels of turbulence developed between the vegetation zone and the main flow area. The width of the shear layer increased and its turbulence levels decreased with downstream distance.

Sediment transport measurements showed consistency when compared to calculated values using transport equations and the flow characteristics discussed above within the margin of measurement error. An overestimation by the transport formulas, exceeding error margins, occurred in side areas of the channel because of the assumption of unlimited supply, which was not always applicable. The agreement between measured and calculated values not only validates the experimental methodology presented herein but also suggests that, under similar conditions to the ones studied here, the use of basic sediment transport formulas, with reliable data on flow and sediment size distribution can give reasonable results, suitable for practical purposes, in the absence of sediment measurements. However, some caution should be exercised in assuming unlimited supply in all parts of the channel. Similarly, both Jordanova and James [2003] and Okabe et al. [1997] found that existing bed load transport formulas developed for much simpler conditions may be extended to vegetated channels providing bed shear stress is accurately partitioned.

In the methodology, the measurements of suspended sediment concentration and bed load were used to compute the terms in equation (4) resulting in a propagation of error, which is considered here before discussing the results of the analysis. As mentioned, the error associated with measurements of suspended sediment concentration was ±50% and a smaller error of ±10% was associated with the use of velocities from the fixed bed experiments (Table 1) while a similar percentage error is given to the diffusivity. These errors are then propagated into the terms B, C1, C2, and D. The propagated error using Gaussian error propagation [Barry, 1978], is ±51%, but most importantly, it is the same for terms B, C1, C2, and D as each relies on the same measurement of suspended sediment concentration. Thus the relative magnitude of each term, which is the subject of discussion, should remain the same even if more precise measurements were obtained. The error associated with term E is likely to be larger than the bed load measurement error of ±30% because of approximation of the term between cross sections located a considerable distance apart.

The mass balance considerations, presented in Figures 12 and 13 can be used to infer how the transport mechanisms, may be related to morphological changes. For instance, downstream convection (term B) is expected to have very different depositional patterns in expansions (decelerating flow) or contractions (accelerating flow). In an expansion, central deposition can be expected depending on the balance between downstream and primary cross-stream
convection (terms B and C1). Generally downstream convection will generate central deposition and cross-stream convection will redistribute sediment from the center toward the banks. In a contraction, downstream convection will generate central erosion and cross-stream convection will redistribute sediment toward the center from the banks. In the current experiments a counterbalance of B and C1 was consistently observed in XS20 and XS28 for all experiments. XS20 was clearly in an expansion, where B generated central overloading that was distributed laterally to the sides by C1. At XS28 the flow contracted and the central underloading, associated with B, was compensated by the C1 fluxes from the banks. The weakening of the expansion at XS24 made the balance of fluxes less straightforward in both unvegetated and vegetated experiments. These results show that simple convergence and divergence patterns, which control the dynamics of large braided rivers with $B/H > 100$ [McLelland et al., 1999; Parsons et al., 2007] can be effective in smaller rivers with $B/H$ varying between 20 to 30.

[42] Where streamwise curvature was strongest, the dominant transverse flux switched to secondary cross-stream convection (term C2). The secondary convection also has a characteristic morphological pattern, which consists of deposition in the areas of ascending near-bed flow and erosion in the downwelling areas. For curvature-induced secondary circulation cells that occupy most of the cross section, deposition occurs on the inner bank and erosion on the outer. Accordingly, XS20 showed small positive C2 values associated with deposition on the left bank because of residual secondary flow at the curve entrance, whereas XS28 showed a pattern of erosion close to the left bank and deposition close to the right bank consistent with the fully developed secondary circulation.

[43] The cross-stream diffusion (term D) was relatively small in all experiments, even in the vegetated experiments where larger fluxes were observed in the shear layer. The difference in magnitude between the convective and diffusive fluxes shows that fairly mild stream curvature and variable channel width result in convective fluxes which are far more substantial than the diffusive fluxes. Other studies tend to emphasize diffusive fluxes because their straight channel configurations prevent any transverse convective flux [Ikeda et al., 1991; Sharpe and James, 2006; Zong and Nepf, 2010].

[44] Bed load fluxes were an order of magnitude smaller than suspended sediment fluxes. Despite the difference in magnitude, the bed load fluxes of term E had the expected opposite trend to suspended sediment fluxes that follows from equation (4), most notably at XS20 and XS28. At XS20 there was a deficit of suspended sediment ($B + C1 + C2 + D < 0$) in the center of the channel which was partly compensated by bed load overloading ($E > 0$). Likewise at XS28 a deficit on the left side of the channel ($B + C1 + C2 + D < 0$), was somewhat compensated by a overloading of bed load coming from XS24. The pattern of bed load at
expansions (XS20) and contractions (XS28) agrees with results from Repetto et al. [2002].

[45] The effects of introduced vegetation in the present experiments can be assessed by focusing on the differences in fluxes and depositional patterns among MB1 and MB2. Even though some general patterns were maintained, MB2 showed notable differences to the change in bed elevation over time (term A) measured in MB1. At XS20 and XS24 the region of the bed closer to the left bank was increasing at a much higher rate than in MB1 (maximum rate of 0.02 mm s\(^{-1}\)). This can be explained noting that vegetation along the left bank directly impacts the downstream convection of suspended sediment (term B) reducing it to zero in the near bank zone. The balance of B with the primary cross-stream convection (term C1) no longer applies, resulting in C1 generating overloading and increased deposition. The main flux associated with this increased deposition is then C1, clearly dominant over the left bank and notably bigger in the vegetated experiments both at XS20 and XS24. There was also a contribution from the secondary cross-stream convection (term C2), but it remained at about the same level in the vegetated and unvegetated experiments. Cross-stream diffusion (term D) was only present in the vegetated experiments but was smaller than C1 and essentially redistributed sediment within the shear layer.

[46] The effects of vegetation also extended to the opposite (right) bank of XS28. Here the rate of deposition associated with the C2 flux was noticeably less than in the unvegetated case. This difference can be explained by the smaller magnitude of secondary flow in the vegetated case due to an overall straightening of the flow path. Thus, bank vegetation had a local effect of inducing sedimentation near the outer bank but also reduced deposition farther downstream along the inner bank because of the suppression of secondary circulation. This shows that vegetation along the outer bank may dampen or even reverse the normal sediment dynamics of meandering rivers i.e., erosion along the outer bank and deposition along the inner bank.

[47] Vegetation is often used in river restoration projects for its ability to locally increase bank protection and sediment capture. However, it is less fully appreciated that vegetation can have significant effects on an entire river reach. In regard to the specific field site, our observations suggest there will be an increase in fine sediment deposition and capture brought about by revegetation, which will most likely be considered beneficial for rehabilitation. However, the reduction in stream curvature is likely to be considered less beneficial as it is important for maintaining different bed forms and natural stream processes. Therefore this research suggests that some consideration should be given to these reach-scale effects in restoration projects using vegetation in various spatial distributions. The likely impacts on reach-scale morphology could be predicted by 2-D hydrodynamic modeling alone, as the changes in sediment transport fluxes tend to follow the main hydrodynamic patterns as found in these experiments and others [Bennett et al., 2008]. More generally, the current experiments provide an interesting comparison to those of Bennett et al. [2002] which showed the ability of alternate patches to initiate meandering and thus restore artificially straightened streams. The current experiments on the other hand show that vegetation coverage along the outer banks can straighten a meandering stream. Hence the two experiments provide contrasting responses of reach-scale flow and sediment dynamics to vegetation.

6. Conclusions

[48] The laboratory experiments presented herein have been designed to better understand the flow and sediment dynamics of a mildly sinuous, variable width sand bed stream and the effects of introduced riparian vegetation on the outer bank. Field characteristics of an existing stream reach undergoing restoration have been used in the experimental design. The stream has a mixed load, variation in channel width and curvature with signs of erosion along the outer bank.

[49] The methodology involved measurement of flow characteristics in a fixed bed stage and sediment transport and concentration in movable bed stage with and without vegetation. Combination of data from both stages was possible because of the similarity of flow patterns. It was generally observed that sediment transport in the mobile bed stage followed the patterns of bed shear stress in the fixed bed stage.

[50] Very few field or laboratory studies have carried out a complete analysis of the sediment continuity equation in streams with natural morphology. This study was able to perform an analysis of the sediment continuity equation from laboratory measurements in a channel with natural morphology. The largest fluxes were the longitudinal and transverse convection of suspended sediment. The transverse convection pattern had two components which are controlled by stream morphology. Variations in stream width led to strong convergence and divergence patterns, which have the potential to generate zones of central erosion and deposition, respectively. Where stream curvature was highest the dominant convective flux switched to secondary circulation which generated alternate erosion and deposition zones. It was also concluded that the straight channel configurations of many experiments may tend to exaggerate the impact of transverse diffusion, which was markedly smaller than convective processes in the current experiments.

[51] The sediment continuity equation was again used to analyze the impact of vegetation. It was found that vegetation along the outer bank had an immediate impact of reducing the downstream convection of suspended sediment. This disrupted the balance with the transverse convective flux causing overloading and increased deposition along the outer bank. In addition, the straightening of the flow path and suppression of secondary currents resulted in decreased deposition on the inner bank of the bend. From these observations it is suggested that outer bank vegetation may reverse the normal dynamics of meandering streams where erosion occurs along the outer bank and deposition along the inner bank [Ikeda and Nishimura, 1985].

[52] The current experiments also provide an interesting comparison to those of Bennett et al. [2002]. In their experiments alternate vegetation patches, acting as point bars, were able to initiate meandering from an initially straight channel. In contrast, the current experiment showed the ability of vegetation, distributed along the outer bank to
have a straightening effect on flow and sediment dynamics. Therefore, very different responses arise from contrasting spatial distributions of vegetation within the channel. From a management perspective, flow and sediment dynamics were found to strongly impact the entire modeled reach, not just the vegetated area. It is therefore suggested that restoration projects similar to one underway would benefit from a prior two dimensional assessment of the impact of restorative vegetation at the reach scale.
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